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Abstract
The resulting system is intended to act as intelligent decision support for financial
experts. International financial portfolios are can be exposed to substantial risk from
variations of the exchange rates between the countries into which they have invest-
ments. Nonetheless, foreign exchange can both generate extra return as well as loss to
a portfolio, hence rather than just being avoided, there are potential advantages to well
managed international portfolios. This paper introduces an optimisation model that
manage currency exposure of a portfolio through a combination of foreign exchange
forward contracts, thereby creating a “currency overlay” on top of asset allocation. Cru-
cially, the hedging costs and transaction costs associated with holding forward contracts
are taken into account in portfolio risk and return calculation. This novel extension of
previous overlay models improves the accuracy of risk and return calculation of portfo-
lios. Consequently, more accurate investment decisions are obtained through optimal
asset allocation and hedging positions. Our experimental results show that inclusion
of such costs significantly changes the optimal decisions. Furthermore, effects of con-
straints related to currency hedging are examined. It is shown that tighter constraints
weaken the benefit of a currency overlay and that forward positions varies significantly
across return targets. A currency overlay is more required at low and high return targets
whereas small overlay positions are observed at medium return targets. The resulting
system can hence enhance intelligent expert decision support for financial managers.
Keywords: mean-variance optimisation, currency overlay, foreign exchange forward
contracts.
1. Introduction
A portfolio is a collection of assets that are different in terms of return and risk. In
general, assets with higher return have higher risk (generally represented by standard
deviation of returns from their expected values). Nonetheless, when multiple assets are
held together, there arise diversification benefits from the imperfect correlations, which
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may consequently reduce the risk of the portfolios. The key purpose on constructing
a portfolio is hence to take the most advantage from asset correlations and achieve the
lowest risk at the desired level of return (Markowitz, 1952).
To widen the scope of diversification, rather than only diversifying asset holdings
across asset classes in a single country, international investment is hence considered.
Theoretically, investment in multiple countries could reduce exposure regarding sys-
tematic risk in specific markets and offer more opportunities to gain higher profits from
promising foreign markets. The key advantage of multi-currency portfolios arises from
potentially larger extent of risk diversification; as it is more likely that assets in similar
economies are more correlated to their peers than those in different economies. For
example, (Levy and Sarnat, 1970) documents that low correlation between investment
returns from developed and developing countries leads to the reduction of the portfolio
variance.
However, such benefits induce extra exposure to exchange rate variation which
could raise or ruin the portfolio values at the same time. The importance of manag-
ing exchange rate risk is vital for business as addressed in (Kim and Hur, 2009) and
applied widely throughout various industries. (Eun and Resnick, 1988) discuss the
effect of exchange rates on multi-currency portfolios and that, in an adverse case, ex-
change rate losses could possibly override asset gains. They hence proposed a hedging
strategy by short selling foreign currencies at forward rates. Their results show that
such hedging strategy outperforms the unhedged one. Subsequently, (Glen and Jorion,
1993) employed forward contracts to hedge against foreign currency depreciation and
formulated the optimisation problem that allows asset allocation and forward contract
positions to be optimised together at the same time. They discovered that portfolios that
are hedged limited to the size of foreign asset holdings perform better than portfolios
employing the unitary hedging strategy1.
Although there is a strong linkage between security markets and exchange rates
much of the time they are not changing in the same direction. In order to manage cur-
rency exposure of international portfolios separately from asset allocation, a currency
overlay is employed in devising hedged portfolios. In early development, currency
hedging is applied to portfolios after obtaining optimal asset allocation, then the adjust-
ment on initial currency exposure is “overlaid” on the portfolios, (Nakakubo, 2004).
The most significant benefit of imposing currency overlay is that currency exposure
management is separated from managing underlying assets. This flexibility becomes
even more prominent when investing in a country whose asset markets negatively cor-
relate to its exchange rates. The portfolio can be hedged so it that has limited exposure
to exchange rate risk but still maintains exposure in asset markets abroad. Further-
more, a well-managed currency overlay can also be used to adjust currency positions
for speculation on exchange rate markets which could enhance return to the portfolios,
(Levich and Thomas, 1993).
However, in practice, managing the exchange rate risk of international portfolios
1Also known as a fully-hedged portfolio which removes all exposure in foreign currencies to only ex-
posure in local currency. For instance, if a USD-funded portfolio invests in US, UK and Japan, then the
fully-hedged portfolio will have only currency exposure in USD.
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is often treated using a currency overlay which is viewed as a separate subsequent, or
ex-post, decision, and so is carried out separately from asset allocation, and only to
cover specific exposure of foreign asset positions that have been decided precedently.
(Jorion, 1994) argues that this overlay approach is suboptimal as interaction between
assets and hedging positions are not unified. (Filatov and Rappoport, 1992) introduce a
selective hedging approach in which each currency can be hedged unequally. The em-
pirical results show that their hedging strategy dominates unitary hedging (all currency
exposures are fully hedged) and partial hedging strategies. Furthermore, optimal hedg-
ing positions are varied according to the base currencies of portfolios. (Beltratti et al.,
1999) incorporate selective hedging decisions to a single-stage portfolio optimisation
model with the mean-absolute-deviation objective. However, none of the existing stud-
ies takes into account costs associated with such hedging. Our aim is to introduce
an optimisation model that can account for this issue; and will also show that it can
potentially significant affect the decisions.
The primary and novel contribution of this paper is to develop an optimisation
model that includes a realistic and comprehensive cost model of forward contracts.
We develop a methodology to formulate the currency overlay by combining foreign
exchange forwards and incorporating it into the multi-currency portfolio optimisation
model. Crucially, we introduce an approach to include the cost of carry of forward
contracts and associated transaction costs into the process of risk and return calculation
which improves the accuracy in determining total returns and volatilities of portfolios.
The importance of transaction costs are widely examined in financial and portfolio
management literature. In essence, transaction costs affect the net gain to investments
and actual performance of portfolios, (Roll, 1984). (Arnott and Wagner, 1990) mention
that ignoring the transaction costs would lead to inefficient portfolios. To our knowl-
edge, the implementation of transaction costs on portfolio currency overlay and its
effects on risk and return have not been investigated before in the literature. Another
contribution is to study the effects of particular constraints imposed to reduce transac-
tion costs from holding currency overlay. Since currency overlay utilisation differed by
the composition of assets and currencies in a portfolio, different impacts from transac-
tion costs reduction should affect the risk-return compensation of portfolios differently
at each return target.
The benefits of the model introduced are twofold. Firstly, the resulting portfolios
are optimal in both the asset and the currency points of view. With the currency overlay
allowed, if adjustment on the currency exposure provides no significant improvement
on risk and return of a portfolio then the result is exactly the same as the one obtained
with no currency overlay allowed. On the other hand, if in some circumstances that
extra currency exposure helps improve risk-return reward of the portfolio, then the
portfolio will hold forward contracts to form the currency overlay. Secondly, by con-
structing currency overlay from a collection of foreign exchange forwards, it provides
flexibility to impose different transaction costs on individual forwards which further
improves the accuracy of optimal solutions as well.
From the perspective of expert systems, our proposed optimisation model provides
intelligent expert support for portfolio managers to make a decision over which cur-
rency should be hedged, and to what proportion of a portfolio. This is considered a
substantial improvement on managing a currency overlay as compared to a standard
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practice (which is normally done on top of asset allocation in the last stage and hence
asset-currency interaction is ignored) since both asset-currency correlation and hedg-
ing costs are taken into account in the optimisation. Selections of asset allocation and
forward pairs used in hedging are based primarily on risk and return calculated. Also,
the more accurate the risk and return estimation, the more reliable the investment deci-
sions.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section demonstrates
how currency overlay is defined and how it is integrated into a portfolio construction
process, followed by the approach demonstrating the inclusion of the cost of carry and
transaction costs of forward contracts in the return and risk calculation and then for-
mulating the optimisation model with associated currency overlay constraints. Section
3 reports the experiment results and section 4 provides the summary of this study.
2. Methodology
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Figure 1: Illustration of how interest rates of two countries affect the corresponding forward exchange rate.
When a portfolio invests in multiple currencies, there is currency risk entailed from
exchange rates fluctuation. A wide range of financial derivatives can be used to mitigate
currency risk such as foreign exchange forward contracts, foreign exchange futures and
foreign exchange options.
A foreign exchange forward contract is basically an obligation to buy or sell secu-
rities at future date with the price agreed today. The agreed price or a forward rate is
slightly different from today’s market price so as to prevents an investor from making
a riskless profit by exploiting the interest rate differential.
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The similar tool to forward contracts and that can be used to hedge foreign ex-
change rates risk is foreign exchange futures. The key difference is that a currency for-
ward contract is a private over-the-counter transaction between counterparties known
to each other, on terms agreed between themselves, while a currency futures contract
is traded on a public exchange2, e.g., the International Money Market (IMM) division
of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). The futures contracts thus have standard-
ised features such as units of trading, delivery and settlement dates and minimum price
increments which could cause several constraints.
In terms of costs associated, forwards and futures bear the same cost of carry (see
Subsection 2.1 for more details) and similarly subject to transaction costs. However,
when managing a portfolio over a long period, holding futures incurs a transaction cost
to roll-over the contracts while there is none for holding forwards due to its customis-
able maturity feature. Forward contracts are therefore preferred to model portfolio
optimisation over futures contracts in terms of flexibility.
Foreign exchange rate options are structured to serve the same purpose as forward
contracts but with the main distinction being that they offer the right to buy or sell
at future date in contrast of obligation. As there is a choice not to exercise the right,
there is a cost3 attached as opposed to forward contracts. Hence, generally, in terms of
transaction cost, hedging a portfolio with forward contracts is more desirable than with
options.
In terms of valuation, when there is a change in the prices of underlying assets, gain
and loss on forwards and options are impacted differently. Since valuation of futures
and forwards positions are linear in the price of underlying securities, computation
of gain and loss is therefore straightforward and similar to that of other assets in the
portfolio. In contrast, for options their prices move in non-linear fashion with respect
to underlying assets so they need sophisticated predictions to calculate gain and loss.
Therefore, in order to avoid that the the portfolio valuation and optimisation model
is overly complex, forward contracts are chosen as a hedging instrument in our study.
2.1. Cost of Carry of Foreign Exchange Forwards
The relationship between the spot rate and the forward rate is determined by the
difference in the interest rates earned on the respective currency pairs, known as the
“cost of carry”. The idea is that buying forward contract is equivalent to buying an
underlying asset now and pay the carry until the end of the contract. To exemplify how
interest rates between two countries affect the forward rates and gain or loss on holding
foreign exchange forwards, we consider Figure 1 for a US investor who:
1) Borrows USD 1,500 from a US bank under the annual interest rate of 2%. He is
now obliged to pay back USD 1,530 to the bank one year later.
2Futures contracts are exchange traded and are therefore very liquid. Nonetheless, liquidities for foreign
exchange forwards and foreign exchange futures of major currency crosses (e.g. USD, EUR, GBP and JPY)
are indifferent (Shaik, 2014).
3Holding options is subject to option premium (price of an option) which is non-trivial and requires
some assumption in calculation. Details on options pricing can be found in (Wilmott et al., 1993)
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2) With the spot exchange rate of GBPUSD = 1.500, he then converts USD 1,500
to GBP 1,000.
3) He invests in a deposit in UK to earn a profit of 4% per year for the sum of
GBP 1,040. The final amount will be converted to USD one year later to pay the
obligation to the US bank.
4) To avoid loss from exchange rates, he enters into a forward contract to sell GBP
and buy USD in one year later.
We can see in step 4) that if the forward rate to sell GBP and buy USD in one year
ahead is equal to the spot exchange rate in step 2), the investor can then make a round-
tripping with the profit equal to the interest rate differential of 4% - 2% = 2% per year.
To eliminate such arbitrage opportunity, the 1-year forward rate for GBPUSD is priced
as
FGBPUS D = S GBPUS D
(1 + iGBP)
(1 + iUS D)
(1)
where iGBP and iUS D are respectively the interest rates of UK and US, S GBPUS D is
the spot exchange rate and FGBPUS D is the forward exchange rate of GBPUSD. More
details on how the forward rates are priced are given in (Korajczyk, 1985).
The fair price of the forward rate in this example provides less amount of USD
comparing to the one converted by the spot rate (1.4712 to 1.5000) to offset a profit
from borrowing from low to invest in high interest rates. Equivalently, in this case,
holding a foreign exchange forward contract incurs a cost of carry by 2% - 4% = -2%
which matches the profit from exploiting the interest rate differential. Therefore, the
cost of carry from holding a foreign exchange forward contract can be computed by
Cost of Carry = ibuy − isell (2)
where isell is an interest rate of a country that one wants to sell the currency off so as to
buy another currency and ibuy is an interest rate of a country that one desires to buy.
2.2. Currency Overlay
Hedged Unhedged
US UK JP US UK JP
asset exposure (%) 35 45 20 35 45 20
currency exposure (%) 27 55 18 35 45 20
overlay position (%) -8 10 -2 -
total overlay (%) 10 -
Table 1: Sample portfolios with and without currency overlay.
Consider a portfolio that invests in different countries, basically, the value of a
portfolio is affected by two sources of returns. One is from asset prices plus dividends
or other interest-bearing incomes and another one is from gain or loss of exchange
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rates. Investment in each country is thus portrayed as a composition of exposure in asset
markets and exposure in exchange rates. This structure also facilitates adjustment on
currency exposure and hence dissipate risk foreign currency positions. The alteration
made on currency exposure is defined as currency overlay which modifies the status-
quo currency positions of unhedged portfolios.
Clarification of how currency overlay helps manage exchange rate risk in multi-
currency portfolios is given in Table 1. It shows a portfolio investing in three stock
markets, the United States, the United Kingdom and Japan with an allocation of 35%,
45% and 20% respectively. If the base currency of a portfolio is USD and portfolio
managers have a view that GBPUSD will appreciate while USDJPY will depreciate,
they can hedge the portfolio with forward contracts so that the final currency exposure
lies in their favour – more holding in pound sterling and less exposure on Japanese yen.
In contrast, if they have no view on exchange rate movements, the portfolio remains
unhedged and there exists no overlay position.
The given example treats choices of currency overlay as an ex-post decision which
relies considerably on personal judgment and experience. To avoid the potential er-
rors from such personal discretion, there have been improvements by incorporating
hedging decisions into optimisation process, for instance, in the studies of Adjaoute
and Tuchschmid (1995); Beltratti et al. (1999); Brown et al. (2012); Glen and Jorion
(1993); Larsen Jr and Resnick (2000); Rudolf and Zimmerman (1998); Topaloglou
et al. (2002, 2008). The currency overlay positions in the past literature are, however,
defined as a difference between asset and currency allocation and are not constructed
from pairs of foreign exchange forward contracts. This limitation disallows implemen-
tation of different transaction costs on each forward pairs and imposition of constraints
related to transaction costs reduction. Our approaches on the structure of portfolios
and the inclusion of cost of carry and associated transaction costs of foreign exchange
forwards are introduced to bridge those gaps which will make the optimisation model
better accommodate practical constraints and deliver solutions, and decision support
systems, that are more reliable and effective.
2.2.1. Structure of a Portfolio with Overlay Constraints
Since our currency overlay is built from a combination of foreign exchange for-
wards, there can be many choices possible to form a currency overlay from various
number of forward pairs as shown in Table 2. Note that every choice results in the
same cost of carry as it creates the same overlay position. In fact, for an investment of
C currencies, there exists at most
(
C
2
)
different forward contracts. To optimally choose
forward pairs from all available choices, we introduce a new structure of currency over-
lay and incorporate it in the portfolio optimisation problem. Suppose that an investment
plan is to invest in A asset classes from C countries, exposure of assets and currencies
in a portfolio can be characterised as in Table 3 with the following notations:
i Index of asset classes; i = 1, ..., A
j Index of countries, or synonymously currencies; j = 1, ...,C
k Index of forward contracts k = 1, ...,K
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ai j Exposure to asset class i of country j
fk j Forwards position of contract k on country (currency) j
The forward position fk j represents how much additional exposure is added into or
taken off from a pair of currencies. Since each forward contract contains only a pair of
currencies, given that there are C countries to invest, then there are K =
(
C
2
)
potential
different forward contracts in total. Considering exposure on each country C from a
forward contract K, since the exposure from a pair of currencies are equal when being
valued in a portfolio’s base currency, then it is strictly required that
∑
j
fk j = 0 for all
k = 1, ...,K.
USD GBP JPY
overlay position (%) -8 10 -2
choice 1 USDJPY 2 -2
GBPUSD -10 10
choice 2 GBPJPY 2 -2
GBPUSD -8 8
choice 3 USDJPY 1 -1
GBPUSD -9 9
GBPJPY 1 -1
Table 2: Sample choices to construct the same currency overlay.
Denoting fk = ( fk1, ..., fkC) a vector of exposure from a forward contract k, the
previous requirement implies that only two elements of fk represent the exposure with
one being equal to a negative value of another, while the rest of the elements only takes
a value of zero. To avoid putting those requirements into constraints of an optimisation
problem, we define fk j as an element of a matrix F in which
F def= T ◦ (1T ⊗ q) (3)
where ◦ is the Hadamard product operator, ⊗ is the Kronecker product operator, T is a
K ×C combinatorial matrix of {−1, 0, 1}, 1 is a C × 1 column vector of ones and q is a
K × 1 column vector determining the size of exposure.
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Country 1 · · · Country j · · · Country C
Asset class 1 a11 · · · a1 j · · · a1C
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
Asset class i ai1 · · · ai j · · · aiC
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
Asset class A aA1 · · · aA j · · · aAC
Forward position 1 f11 · · · f1 j · · · f1C
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
Forward position k fk1 · · · fk j · · · fkC
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
Forward position K fK1 · · · fK j · · · fKC
Asset exposure
A∑
i=1
ai1 · · ·
A∑
i=1
ai j · · ·
A∑
i=1
aiC
Overlay position
K∑
k=1
fk1 · · ·
K∑
k=1
fk j · · ·
K∑
k=1
fkC
Currency exposure
A∑
i=1
ai1 +
K∑
k=1
fk1 · · ·
A∑
i=1
ai j +
K∑
k=1
fk j · · ·
A∑
i=1
aiC +
K∑
k=1
fkC
Total overlay 12
C∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ K∑k=1 fk j
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Table 3: Structure of multi-currency portfolios.
The combinatorial matrix T of ternary variables is constructed by first specifying T
as a matrix of zeros of size K × C, then we denote a set D containing all combinatoric
pairs from
(
C
2
)
. At each row of T, the first member of each pair in D specifies which
element to take the value of 1 and the second member of the pair specifies the element
that take value of -1. For example, if there are 4 countries to invest, that is, C = 4, then
K =
(
4
2
)
= 6 and so:
D = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)}.
The matrix T whose elements are specified according to D is
T =

1 −1 0 0
1 0 −1 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1

. (4)
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Consequently, referring to (3), F is equal to
F =

1 −1 0 0
1 0 −1 0
1 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 0
0 1 0 −1
0 0 1 −1

◦

[
1 1 1 1
]
⊗

q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6


=

q1 −q1 0 0
q2 0 −q2 0
q3 0 0 −q3
0 q4 −q4 0
0 q5 0 −q5
0 0 q6 −q6

and fk j is defined accordingly as an element of F. Subsequently, all requirements
regarding the characteristics of forward contracts are completely fulfilled.
With all necessary variables being defined, the constraints associated with overlay
positions and forward contracts can be of the following examples:
1. Limited total overlay positions - total overlay specifies how much currency expo-
sure can deviate from asset exposure. Let V denote the total overlay of a portfolio
and Vu the total overlay limit allowed on a portfolio, the constraint is defined as
V ≤ Vu (5)
where V =
1
2
C∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ K∑k=1 fk j
∣∣∣∣∣∣. Notice that Vu = 1 allows total currency exposure devi-
ate from total asset exposure up to 100% of the portfolio while V = 0 implies an
unhedged portfolio which disallows any use of forward contract. More room for
currency and asset exposures deviation provides more opportunity to shift from
less-performing to better-performing currencies which hence better improve the
risk-return profile of the portfolio.
2. Bounded currency exposure - this constraint is imposed, for example, when the
net short currency positions are not permitted on specific countries. the con-
straint can be used in tandem with restrictions of short positions on assets. As a
consequence, a specific bound Elj and E
u
j of currency exposure can be imposed
on each country. The constraint is thus specified as
Elj ≤
A∑
i=1
ai j +
K∑
k=1
fk j ≤ Euj ; j = 1, ..,C. (6)
3. Limited number of forward contracts - this can be viewed as a cardinality con-
straint on the number of forward contracts. In practice, more forward contracts
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means more operational burden which can be lessened by specifying a limit on
number of contracts allowed. The constraint can be formulated as
lkbk ≤ qk ≤ ukbk; k = 1, ..,K, (7)
K∑
k=1
bk ≤ G, (8)
bk ∈ {0, 1}, (9)
where lk and uk are respectively lower bound and upper bound for exposure sizes
and G specifies the total allowance on number of forward contracts.
It is worth noting that the minimum contract size of forward contracts is customis-
able with counterparties, the constraint on minimum holding size is hence often unnec-
essary.
2.2.2. Incorporating Cost of Carry to Risk and Return Calculation of Portfolios
We mentioned earlier that entering into forward contracts incurs the cost of carry
which can be positive or negative depending on interest rate differential. Consider
a portfolio holding three foreign exchange forwards as given in Table 4. The cost of
carry of each forward contract depends on which currency to sell or buy, corresponding
interest rates, and position taken on the portfolio. For instance, selling JPY for USD at
1% of the portfolio amounts the positive carry of 1% × 2% − 1% × 1% = 0.01% to the
portfolio. Selling GBP for JPY, however, generates the negative carry of −2% × 4% +
2%×1% = −0.06% as a result of shifting exposure from country with high interest rate
to the country with lower interest rate. The total overlay position is 8% of the portfolio
bearing the positive carry of 0.13% from the three forward contracts combined. This
amount of carry is added to the total return of the portfolio.
USD GBP JPY Cost of Carry
interest rate (%) 2 4 1
sell JPY, buy USD (%) 1 -1 0.01
sell USD, buy GBP (%) -9 9 0.18
sell GBP, buy JPY (%) -2 2 -0.06
overlay (%) -8 7 1 0.13
Table 4: Costs of carry associated with foreign exchange rate forward contracts. Numbers in bold indicate
positions on a portfolio (in percentage). The total currency overlay position on each currency is calculated
from the net forward positions on the respective currency. The cost of carry from holding each forward
contract is the weighted sum of interest rates and forward positions with respect to currencies associated
with the forward contract.
From Table 4, the net cost of carry is in fact the product of interest rates and over-
lay positions. For an investment in any country j, the total return contributes to the
portfolio is
r j = a jraj + c jr
c
j + v ji j (10)
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where r j is total return from investment in country j; a j, c j and v j are respectively
asset exposure, currency exposure and overlay position on country j; raj , r
c
j and i j are
respectively expected asset return, expected currency return and expected interest rate
of country j.
Since an overlay position is defined as the difference in currency and asset expo-
sures, equation (10) can be equivalently expressed as
r j = a jraj + c jr
c
j + (c j − a j)i j
= a j(raj − i j) + c j(rcj + i j). (11)
We define raj − i j and rcj + i j as adjusted return of asset and adjusted return of cur-
rency, respectively. Equation (11) demonstrates that the portfolio total return (return
from assets, currencies and costs of carry of foreign exchange forwards) is equal to the
product of adjusted returns, asset exposure and currency exposure. This implies that
the expression of overlay positions is not explicitly required to calculate total returns of
a portfolio. In addition, if a portfolio holds no forward contract, the interest rate terms
in equation (11) will be cancelled out, showing that the formulation in equation (11)
generalises the total return calculation of international portfolios.
Similarly to asset and currency returns, interest rates are not constant over time,
volatility of interest rates is thus needed to be included in the calculation of portfolio
risk. In accordance with return calculation of international portfolios, we apply equa-
tion (11) to adjust return time series for variance and covariance calculation. For exam-
ple, denotes the covariance between S&P500 index and GBPUSD by ω, the adjusted-
return covariance is calculated by
ω = cov
(
(X − ZUS ), (Y + ZUK)) (12)
where cov(·) is a covariance function, X is the time series of S&P500 index returns, Y
is the time series of GBPUSD returns, ZUS is the time series of US short-term interest
rates and ZUK is the time series of UK short-term interest rates.
2.2.3. Incorporating Transaction Costs of Forward Contracts
Generally, transaction costs associated to holding forward contracts are categorised
as fixed operating cost4, bid-ask spread5 and opportunity cost from margin requirement.
All the costs involve in portfolio return calculation by means of a cost function reducing
expected returns of portfolios. The optimisation problem can still be cast as single-
period as the initial portfolio is the one without currency overlay implemented.
4The fixed cost for a forward contract is referred to a labour cost such as man-hours spent on dealing
with counterparties. The cost occurs once to establish a new contract and does not vary with the contract
size. Nonetheless, it is assumed to be proportionated to the portfolio size to reflect difficulty in negotiating
contracts when the portfolio value is large.
5The spread represents the difference between the highest price that a buyer is willing to pay (bid) for a
security and the lowest price that a seller is willing to accept for it (ask). It is considered a cost as a security
is purchased at an ask price while it is valued at a bid price which is always lower. To exemplify, suppose
that stock A is quoted as bid = $5.0 and ask = $5.5 per unit (bid-ask spread = $0.5), if an investor buys 100
units of stock A, he needs to pay $550 for $500 worth of stock A. Thus the wider the spread, the higher one
needs to pay to acquire a security and the lesser the net profit.
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The fixed cost could be attributed to operational overheads charged from entering
into a contract and maintaining the position until the maturity date; the cost thus occurs
when there is a forward position that does not increase proportionally with exposure.
Bid-ask spreads act like break-even costs on holding securities and are attached to
sizes of transaction, thus larger positions carry more costs for the portfolios. Basically,
determinants of bid-ask spreads are volatility and liquidity of respective forward pairs,
thus each foreign exchange forward pair carries different charge unlike the fixed costs.
Bid-ask spreads and fixed costs can be modelled as a cost function as follows,
φk(qk) = α + βk
∣∣∣qk∣∣∣
where φ(·) is a transaction cost function, α is a fixed operating cost per contract, βk is
a percent spread of each forward pair calculated from (ask price − bid price)/ask price
and qk is exposure on each forward contract as defined by equation (3). Note that, in
practice, buying and selling securities experience unequal percent spread but for liquid
instruments like exchange rate forwards, the difference in buying and selling percent
spreads could be insignificant, therefore we assume that both buying or selling take the
same costs. In addition, the cost function is non-convex due to the presence of fixed
operating costs.
The last component of transaction costs associated to forward contracts is con-
sidered an opportunity cost on account of margin requirement. Since the contract is
marked to market daily, cash or liquid assets of values equivalent to some percentage
of contract values must be reserved to ensure that all contract participants are able to
meet the claims from continuous settlement process, (Jarrow and Oldfield, 1981). Be-
cause forwards are not traded on exchanges, the contract terms are not standardised
and thus the percentages required on margin vary by the counterparties. The existence
of maintenance margin stipulates a portfolio to set aside its portion to cash and earn
zero or nearly-zero return which diminishes attractiveness of holding forwards in port-
folios. The relationship between cash portion and margin requirement is expressed by
the following equation,
amn = M
K∑
k=1
∣∣∣qk∣∣∣
where amn represents cash allocation in a portfolio, M is a percentage of margin re-
quirement and qk is exposure on each forward contract.
2.2.4. Optimisation Problem with Overlay Constraints
Based on the aforementioned overlay constraints and the portfolio structure as in
Table 3, the mean-variance portfolio optimisation problem can be set up with following
additional notations,
a Vector of asset exposure; a = [a11, ..., ai j, ..., aAC]T.
c Vector of currency exposure; c = [c1, ..., c j, ..., cC]T where
c j =
A∑
i=1
ai j +
K∑
k=1
fk j; j = 1, ...,C.
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x Vector of decision variables; x = [a, c]T.
r Vector of expected returns; r ∈ RC(A+1).
µ Target return of a portfolio.
Ω Variance-covariance matrix of asset and currency returns.
Note that f is a function of q as in equation (3), thus the total number of decision
variables is AC + K and x ∈ RAC+K . The vector r contains adjusted expected returns
of assets and currencies according to equation (11) by subtracting expected interest
rates from asset returns and adding expected interest rates to currency returns. Each
element of the covariance matrix Ω is calculated from adjusted return time series as
exhibited in equation (12). The mean-variance portfolio optimisation problem with
overlay constraints is subsequently formulated as:
minimise xTΩx (13a)
subject to xTr −
K∑
k=1
φk(qk) = µ, (13b)
x = [a, c]T, (13c)
F = T ◦ (1T ⊗ q), (13d)
c j =
A∑
i=1
ai j +
K∑
k=1
fk j; fk j = Fk j, (13e)
1
2
C∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=1
fk j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Vu, (13f)
Elj ≤
A∑
i=1
ai j +
K∑
k=1
fk j ≤ Euj , (13g)
lkbk ≤ qk ≤ ukbk, (13h)
K∑
k=1
bk ≤ G, (13i)
amn = M
K∑
k=1
∣∣∣qk∣∣∣ , (13j)
1Ta = 1, (13k)
1Tc = 1, (13l)
0 ≤ ai j ≤ 1, (13m)
bk ∈ {0, 1}. (13n)
Our proposed methods for a portfolio construction (a portfolio is represented by
asset exposure, currency exposure and FX forward exposure) and an incorporation of
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costs associated with holding forward contracts (transaction costs and cost of carry)
provide a prominent advantage to our risk and return calculation of our portfolio op-
timisation model. This results in more reliable solutions of optimal allocation than
existing models without hedging costs incorporated.
The possible downside, however, is caused by an inclusion of fixed and variable
transaction costs which transforms a then convex optimisation problem to a non-convex
one. The resulting optimisation model is therefore harder to solve and could become
intractable when the number of variables grows. In addition, a currency overlay (which
is used in existing literature such as (Glen and Jorion, 1993) and (Jorion, 1994), and
in our model) generally takes advantage of risk and return characteristics of currencies
which have comparable return with equities but have lower risk. Hence, extra exposure
on currency (from FX forwards) constitutes extra efficiency on a portfolio. Whenever
such characteristics do not hold, there would be no added value from a currency overlay
and our proposed model would give similar results to an unhedged portfolio model but
with more complex set up.
3. Results and Discussions
This section provides details on data sets used in the experiments, studies the impact
of how constrained overlay influence return and risk of portfolios. Portfolios in the tests
are constructed based on the formulation given in earlier section. We set USD as the
base currency of a portfolio, meaning that we try to maximise profit or minimise risk
in only USD.
Portfolio investment is scoped to four major countries with four major currencies;
the United States (USD), Germany (EUR), the United Kingdom (GBP) and Japan
(JPY). The selection of major currencies ensure that foreign exchange forward con-
tracts are available for all possible currency crosses. The number of asset classes are
set as three, i.e., bonds and stocks to represent low and high risk investments and op-
erating cash to cover margin requirement of forward contracts. With this setting, there
comprises of 14 decision variables from AC + K = (2 × 4) + 6 where A = 2 (number
of asset classes), C = 4 (number of currencies) and K =
(
4
2
)
= 6 (number of all distinct
forward contracts).
3.1. Data
Government bond returns are collected from MorganMarkets by J.P. Morgan while
stock and currency returns are retrieved from Bloomberg. Data frequency is monthly,
spanning from Jan-00 to Jun-12. The interest rate of each country is proxied by its
yield to maturity of 1-month treasury bill to reflect the risk-free return over a month.
The yields to maturity of treasury bills are retrieved from Bloomberg.
Expected returns of assets in each country are adjusted by subtracting with cor-
responding expected interest rate while an expected return of each currency is added
with an expected interest rate of that country. Expected returns of assets, exchange
rates are calculated using average historical returns. For expected interest rates, since
the study period covers severe financial crisis in 2008 that forced central banks in large
economies to keep interest rates historically low, the historical averages over Jan-00 to
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Jun-12 of yield to maturity are thus implausible to reflect the forward-looking expected
interest rates. We therefore use average yields to maturity over Jun-11 to Jun-12 to rep-
resent recent information on expected interest rates. The estimated values are shown in
Table 5.
average yield to maturity (% monthly)
US Germany UK Japan
1-month treasury bill 0.004 0.012 0.053 0.008
Table 5: Average yields to maturity (as a proxy of interest rate) of 1-year treasury bills over Jun-11 to Jun-12.
Note that the yield to maturity is generally given in terms of Annual Percentage Rate (A.P.R.), the figures
shown are therefore converted to monthly rates by dividing the annual yields by 12 so that the resulting yields
to maturity are comparable with other monthly returns.
The covariance matrix is constructed from adjusted time series of asset returns and
exchange rates as stated in equation (12). The adjusted expected returns and volatilities
are shown in Table 6. The plot of risk (volatility) versus return of each security in the
portfolio is illustrated in Figure 2.
adjusted expected return (% monthly) adjusted volatility (% monthly)
US Germany UK Japan US Germany UK Japan
government bond 0.446 0.408 0.457 0.132 1.003 0.833 0.893 0.478
stock index 1.426 0.948 1.007 0.752 4.692 6.714 4.297 5.828
exchange rate (against USD) 0.004 0.902 0.593 0.018 0.017 3.203 2.870 2.567
Table 6: Adjusted expected returns used in the optimisation problems. Note that asset returns are in local
currencies and exchange rate returns are measured against USD. The adjusted return of 0.004% monthly on
USD exchange rate is therefore solely from the expected US interest rate presented in Table 5.
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Figure 2: Adjusted expected returns and volatilities of assets and currencies.
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For the transaction costs of forward contracts, the fixed operating cost of each for-
ward contract is arbitrarily set as 0.0001%6 of portfolio value. The margin requirement
of each forward contract is set as 10% of the position size (the margin requirement
of forward contracts is generally charged around 5 to 10% on contract values, (Levi,
2009)). The percent spreads of six possible forward pairs are collected from Bloomberg
and are shown in Table 7.
average percent spread
(% of ask price)
USDEUR 0.0036
USDGBP 0.0051
USDJPY 0.0050
EURGBP 0.0042
EURJPY 0.0068
GBPJPY 0.0122
Table 7: Average percent spreads, (ask price − bid price)/ask price, of 1-month foreign exchange forward
contracts during Jan-00 to Jun-12.
The percent spreads are calculated from (ask price − bid price)/ask price. The val-
ues shown in Table 7 are the averages over the period of Jan-00 to Jun-12. The percent
spreads are applied on the forward positions selected by portfolios. Thus, increasing
the number of forward pairs and larger overlay positions can generate more cost and
lower return to portfolios. Since the buying and the selling of forward contracts en-
counter practically indistinguishable percent spreads, we assume that all transactions
in the experiments hereafter are subject to common bid-ask spreads shown in Table 7.
3.2. Experimental Studies
We perform various experiments to investigate the benefit of incorporating currency
overlay to international portfolios and effects of overlay constraints imposition on risk
and return of portfolios. The first study exhibits a comparison on different approaches
that currency overlay is implemented. The second experiment demonstrates how cur-
rency hedging affect the risk and return of portfolios. The third experiment focuses on
the impact of margin requirement of foreign exchange forwards on risk-return compen-
sation of portfolios. Then we study approaches to reduce transaction costs on overlay
construction.
Generally, smaller currency overlay positions reduce transaction costs but at the
same time causes a deterioration in portfolio efficiency. We therefore aim to explore
if there is any situation that saving transaction costs does not much affect risk-return
reward of portfolios. The fourth experiment hence inspects if different total overlay
limits affects risk of portfolios similarly at each return target, then the last experiment
6Raising the fixed cost value affects a portfolio by diminishing the attractiveness of holding forward
contracts, i.e., causes smaller overlay positions. If the cost is so high that holding forwards provides a net
loss, then there is no currency overlay on a portfolio.
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examines further how limiting maximum numbers of forward contracts allowed (which
is one way to reduce the fixed-cost) in creating currency overlay could impact risk-
return profile of portfolios.
The structure of our international portfolio is presented in Table 8. Note that the
forward positions are defined as in equation (3), therefore they are expressed in terms
of q. For each forward contract, a minus sign indicates selling and a plus sign indicates
buying. For instance, the forward contract 1 (USDEUR) represents entering into a
contract to sell EUR for USD at a proportion of q1 of a portfolio. If the value of q1 is
negative, the contract is made reverse to sell USD for EUR instead. Since the portfolio
is funded in USD, the operating cash is reserved only in USD and amn in the constraint
(13j) is thus a31. In consequence, the decision variables are a vector of 14 elements,
i.e., (a11, . . . , a24, q1, . . . , q6).
Note that, however, the calculation of return and variance of a portfolio requires
a vector of asset exposure and currency exposures (the vector x defined in equation
(13c)). The vector of asset and currency exposures is thus comprises of the first three
rows (asset classes 1, 2 and 3) and the last row (currency exposure) of Table 8.
US Germany UK Japan
asset class 1 (bond) a11 a12 a13 a14
asset class 2 (equity) a21 a22 a23 a24
asset class 3 (cash) a31
forward 1 (USDEUR) q1 −q1
forward 2 (USDGBP) q2 −q2
forward 3 (USDJPY) q3 −q3
forward 4 (EURGBP) q4 −q4
forward 5 (EURJPY) q5 −q5
forward 6 (GBPJPY) q6 −q6
asset exposure a11 + a21 a12 + a22 a13 + a23 a14 + a24
overlay position q1 + q2 + q3 −q1 + q4 + q5 −q2 − q4 + q6 −q3 − q5 − q6
currency exposure a11 + a21+ a12 + a22− a13 + a23− a14 + a24−
q1 + q2 + q3 q1 + q4 + q5 q2 − q4 + q6 q3 − q5 − q6
Table 8: The structure of international portfolio investing in four countries with two asset classes. All the
variables (a11, . . . , a31, q1, . . . , q6) are decision variables in the portfolio optimisation problem.
For associated constraints, the key parameters are an overlay limit V , lower bound
and upper bound of currency exposure Elj and E
u
j , lower bound and upper bound of
forward positions lk and uk and a number of forward contracts allowed G. The con-
straint parameters in the experiments are imposed as in Table 9 if they are not stated
otherwise. For other components of transaction costs, the bid-ask spreads are fixed at
market averages as in Table 7 and the fixed operating cost per forward contract is set at
0.0001% of portfolio value.
To compare risk and return of optimal portfolios with different constraints, an ef-
ficient frontier (Pareto front) is rendered accordingly. Comparison among frontiers is
possible by visualisation. The frontier that is more north-western is considered more
efficient as with the same level of risk, it offers higher return. An efficient frontier is
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Constraint Parameter Description
constraint (13f) Vu = 100% Total currency exposure can deviate from to-
tal asset exposure up to 100% of a portfolio.
constraint (13g) Elj = 0 and E
u
j = 1 Currency exposure of each country is always
positive.
constraint (13h) lk = −1 and uk = 1 Upper and lower bounds of each forwards
position is respectively 100% and -100% of
portfolio value.
constraint (13i) G = 6 A portfolio can hold up to 6 different forward
contracts.
constraint (13j) M = 10% Cash equivalent to 10% of the value of each
forwards position must be held in a portfolio.
Table 9: Parameter of constraints associated to currency overlay in international portfolio optimisation prob-
lem. In some experiments, some parameters are varied from these default values to study their effects on
portfolios.
constructed by setting a return target (constraint (13b)), then minimises the optimisa-
tion problem (13) for an optimal portfolio and proceed to the next return target. We
start from the monthly return level of 0.5% to the maximum of 1.8%. The return incre-
ment of each return level is set to 0.01% which results in a total of 130 portfolios on
each efficient frontier.
All the experiments are run on PC (8GB RAM, CPU 2.10GHz) using cplexmiqpex
package from CPLEX on MATLAB as a solver for mixed-integer quadratic program-
ming. It is worth noting that although the optimisation model (13) is originally convex,
incorporating fixed and linear transaction costs of forward contracts eventually results
in non-convex programming, (Lobo et al., 2007).
3.2.1. Different Approaches to Implement Currency Overlay
This analysis aims to study the effects of two strategies of currency overlay imple-
mentation on risk return reward of corresponding portfolios. Since currency overlay
is devised to allow currency exposure to deviate from asset exposure to achieve better
risk-return compensation and more efficient portfolios, there are basically two ideas to
implement currency overlay.
• The unified approach – optimises asset and overlay positions in a portfolio si-
multaneously for optimal asset and currency exposures.
• The two-stage approach – begins with optimising portfolio allocation with no
currency overlay and make an adjustment later. At the first step, exposure in
asset and currency of investment in each country will be equal. The second
step is primarily optimising currency exposure to make adjustments on original
currency positions. This strategy, despite being a sub-optimal comparing to the
unified approach, is practical for fine-tuning final currency exposure of existing
portfolios. It could save significant transaction costs on hedging currency risk
as all the alteration is made by entering new foreign exchange forward contracts
while asset allocation remains unchanged.
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The constraint parameters of each currency overlay implementation approach are
set as in Table 9. The resulting efficient frontiers are exhibited in Figure 3. As expected,
the two-step optimisation generates inferior risk-return rewards for portfolios. For each
portfolio with equal volatility, the differences in portfolio returns obtained from the two
approaches can be narrowed if there are further adjustments made on asset allocations.
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Figure 3: Efficient frontiers of portfolios optimised by unified and two-stage strategies. The unified approach
optimises currency overlay and asset allocation at the same time while the two-stage approach optimises asset
allocation first and then optimises the currency overlay on top of existing asset allocation to adjust the cur-
rency exposure. For currency overlay constraints, the key parameters are given as Vu = 100% (unrestricted
total overlay), G = 6 (unrestricted number of forwards for currency overlay construction) and M = 10%
(margin requirement for forwards is 10%).
The difference between two frontiers points out that modification on currency ex-
posure alone is insufficient to significantly improve risk and return to portfolios. Larger
deviation between frontiers is spotted in higher returns region. This is because high re-
turn portfolios tend to concentrate their investments in only one or two countries giving
high pay-offs (see Table A.12). Given that those asset allocations are fixed in the first
place, then there is limited possibility to adjust original currency exposure to better
position. This argument is supported by Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Total currency overlay, V , of portfolios optimised by the unified and two-stage strategies. For
both cases, the key parameters controlling currency overlay constraints are Vu = 100% (unrestricted total
overlay), G = 6 (unrestricted number of forwards for currency overlay construction) and M = 10% (margin
requirement for forwards is 10%).
Currency adjustments on two-stage optimised portfolios are clearly less than those
of portfolios optimised by the unified strategy. Focusing on the currency overlay of
portfolios with two-stage approach (right panel of Figure 4), it is observed that the
overlay positions gradually decrease while portfolio returns increase. This is because
exposure of forward contracts is not allowed to be optimised along with the asset al-
locations, thus at the first-stage the portfolios need to invest in stocks only in order
to achieve high returns. Consequently, given that currencies generate lower risk and
lower return comparing to stocks, the portfolios need no additional currency exposure
as otherwise the return target could not be satisfied.
3.2.2. Effects of Currency Hedging on Risk and Return of Portfolios
The aim of this experiment is to emphasise the benefit of currency hedging on
risk-return profile of portfolios. As described earlier, currency overlay is introduced to
enable a portfolio to manage asset and currency exposures separately. In one extreme,
a portfolio can be fully-hedged to have only USD exposure or, in another extreme, the
portfolio is made fully-exposed to only foreign currencies. A balance between these
twos provides a mix of exposures on local and foreign currencies that is expected to
deliver the best risk-return profile to portfolios.
We compare the results from three hedging policies. The first one is the ‘fully-
hedged’ policy where foreign exchange forwards are employed to remove entire foreign
currency exposures (EUR, GBP and JPY) and remain only the exposure in USD (base
currency of the portfolio). Referring to Table 8, this is achieved by enforcing a11 +
a21 + q1 + q2 + q3 = 1. The second policy is the ‘foreign’ which uses forwards to
remove USD exposure to foreign currencies, in this case the sum of foreign currency
exposure is 100% while USD exposure is 0%, i.e., a11 + a21 + q1 + q2 + q3 = 0. The last
hedging policy is the ‘unrestricted’ which makes no restriction on specific currency
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exposure. Note that, in all the hedging policies presented, no constraint is imposed
on asset exposure, so the portfolio can hold assets in Germany, UK and Japan while
exposing to only USD exposure in the fully-hedged case. Other than the restriction on
currency exposure, other constraints are as given in Table 9.
The resulting efficient frontiers from the experiment are displayed in Figure 5. It
can be seen that portfolios under the ‘fully-hedged’ and ‘foreign’ policies are clearly
dominated by those from the unrestricted currency exposure policy, particularly at re-
turns under 1.4% monthly.
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Figure 5: Efficient frontiers from different hedging policies. The ‘fully-hedged’ restricts portfolios to have
only currency exposure in USD. The ‘foreign’ allows portfolios to expose only to foreign currencies. The
‘unrestricted’ permits portfolios to expose to any currency. For portfolios under the ‘fully-hedged’ policy,
the highest return achievable is around 1.7% monthly because foreign exchange gain from foreign currencies
is not allowed. The efficient frontiers produced are subject to specific constraint according to each hedging
policy. Apart from that, other constraints parameters are Vu = 100% (unrestricted total overlay), G = 6
(unrestricted number of forwards for currency overlay construction) and M = 10% (margin requirement for
forwards is 10%).
Referring to the adjusted expected returns in Table 6, foreign currencies supply
higher return than the local currency (USD), hence limiting portfolios to only expose
to USD dismisses an opportunity to reach high returns (in particular, approximately
over 1.7% monthly). The advantage of holding foreign currencies exposure also con-
tributes to more efficient portfolios comparing to those holding only exposure in USD.
However, the absence of USD means that portfolios are obligated to take more risk
unnecessarily in some situations. For instance, at low returns where portfolios are sup-
posed to hold more USD to preserve low volatility, disallowing USD exposure hence
dramatically elevates higher volatilities at the lower end of the only-foreign-currencies
efficient frontier.
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Figure 6: Total currency overlay, V , at each return level. Each panel represents each hedging policy. The
total currency overlays in the ‘foreign’ case are sparse as portfolios invest only in foreign countries. The
fully-hedged portfolios require some currency overlay at low returns to remove foreign currency exposures
from asset investments in German, UK or Japan while at higher returns, the portfolios tend to invest majorly
in US equities which hence require only slight currency overlay.
It is also observed that the efficient frontiers lie closer when portfolios approach
high return targets (above 1.4%). Generally, at high returns, portfolios tend to hold
risky assets in one or two countries (as diversification is second to return). For the
fully-hedged policy, high returns could be achieved by holding large portion of US eq-
uities and expose to only USD while for the ‘foreign’ case, portfolios invest in German
and UK stocks and expose to only corresponding currencies. Such actions result in
comparable returns and volatilities and are less inclined to currency overlay as port-
folios expose to only currencies of the countries invested as shown in Figure 6. For
the unrestricted case, freedom of choosing currency exposure along with the currency
overlay helps reduce volatilities and thus its resulting portfolios are the most efficient
among all hedging policies.
3.2.3. Effects of Forward Contract Margin Requirement
In our study, the transaction costs associated to holding forward contracts are the
fixed costs, bid-ask spreads and margin requirement. The fixed costs depend on the
number of forward contract pairs and the variable costs depend on bid-ask spreads
which are associated to both size and number of forwards. Margin requirement is also
considered a transaction cost as it requires portfolio to reserve more cash (with zero
return) to cover forward positions.
In general, higher transaction cost is expected to shift efficient frontiers south-
eastern and lower risk-return compensation of portfolios. However, different return
levels require different additional currency exposure from foreign exchange forwards.
Thus at some return levels, increasing transaction costs might not worsen the risk-
return reward as much as others. This study aims to see which part of efficient frontier
are most and least affected by the variation of margin requirements in particular.
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We vary M arbitrarily by 0%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 30% and 50%. Other constraint
parameters are set as in Table 9. The efficient frontiers of optimal portfolios under
different margin requirements exhibited in Figure 7 show that higher margins results
in reduction of return per risk particularly when portfolio returns are high (greater than
1% monthly approximately).
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Figure 7: Efficient frontiers at different levels of margin requirement. M determines how much cash is needed
to be reserved for every 1% of forward position on a portfolio. M = 0% indicates that forward positions
can be held without cash reserves while M = 5% means that cash equivalent to 5% of portfolio is allocated
to cash in order to cover a forward position of 1% on a portfolio. Since the experiment particularly studies
impact of different M, major overlay constraint parameters remain constant, i.e., Vu = 100% (unrestricted
total overlay) and G = 6 (unrestricted number of forwards for currency overlay construction).
To highlight the effect of margin requirement levels, we plot the percentage in-
creases of volatilities from the base case (M = 0%) at each return level in Figure 8.
The graph shows that a portfolio is more risky when margin requirement is higher since
the advantage of holding forward contracts is offset by cash portion in the portfolio.
This also implies that total currency overlay should be lower when margin requirement
increases.
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Figure 8: Percentage volatility increase relative to volatilities of the portfolio with no margin requirement
(M = 0%). At each M, other key overlay constraint parameters are Vu = 100% (unrestricted total overlay)
and G = 6 (unrestricted number of forwards for currency overlay construction).
Figure 9 plots total currency overlays of portfolios at each level of margin require-
ment. When there is no margin requirement (M = 0%), no cash is needed in a portfolio,
the efficient frontier under this condition is hence the most effective comparing to the
others.
Basically, holding forward contracts generates extra exposure on desired currencies
without any purchase of physical assets. Given that currencies have comparable return
and bear lower volatilities than equities (see Figure 2), forwards are more favourable
than stocks to raise portfolio returns. However, the benefit of competitive returns of for-
ward contracts are offset with zero return on cash when margin requirement comes into
effect. When the maintenance margin of holding forward contracts grows larger, the
attractiveness of forwards gradually diminishes as portfolios need to reserve more cash
(with zero return) for forward positions. Higher margin requirements simply reduces
return on holding forward contracts and leaves them only beneficial for risk reduction.
Therefore, when a portfolio requires higher return, portfolios tend to give up forward
contracts and hold risky assets instead.
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Figure 9: Total currency overlay, V , at each return level. Each panel represents different margin require-
ment indicated by values of M over each panel. At each panel, other overlay constraint parameters are kept
constant; Vu = 100% (unrestricted total overlay) and G = 6 (unrestricted number of forwards for currency
overlay construction). At high returns, portfolios hold forwards in place of equities as they provide compara-
ble returns with lower volatilities. However, such benefit of forwards diminishes when M is large as returns
from holding forwards are offset by large cash position which provides zero return. A large drop of total
currency overlay at high returns is thus observed when M increases.
It can be concluded that margin requirement of forward contracts affects portfo-
lios most at the high return regions as the losing benefit of forward contracts causes
portfolios to hold more risky assets to earn higher returns. In contrast, at lower return
targets where risk reduction is a top priority, forwards are still in use as part of volatility
reduction making low returns least affected.
In following experiments, we try different approaches to reduce transaction costs
occur from holding foreign exchange forwards. The first approach limits total currency
overlay and another approach limits the number of forward contracts to construct cur-
rency overlay.
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3.2.4. Limiting Total Currency Overlay
The total currency overlay limit Vu corresponds to the constraint (13f) which limits
how much total currency exposure can deviate from asset exposure by holding foreign
exchange forward contracts. If Vu is set as 0%, currency exposure and asset exposure
in each country are identical while Vu = 100% implies full flexibility of deviation in
asset and currency exposures thereby the best option to improve risk-return reward to
portfolios.
Restricting the total currency overlay limits the forward exposure on portfolios,
which hence reduces transaction costs from bid-ask spreads and margin requirement.
Since portfolios adjust currency exposure differently at each return level, the impact of
limiting Vu could also be dissimilar at different return targets.
In the experiment we compare the optimal portfolios from five arbitrary, but repre-
sentative, values of Vu which are 0%, 10%, 30%, 50% and 100%. Other constraints are
applied as in Table 9. Figure 10 exhibits efficient frontiers obtained from optimisation.
The one produced by setting Vu = 0% demonstrates lowest risk-return compensation
while the others generated from higher values of Vu show improvement on the risk-
return trade-off. It is observed that in all settings of Vu, total currency overlays V on
the portfolios never exceed 50% (see Figure 12), hence optimal portfolios obtained
from Vu = 50% and Vu = 100% are identical and their efficient frontiers coincide.
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Figure 10: Efficient frontiers of optimal portfolios at different restriction of total currency overlay Vu. Larger
Vu allows flexibility for currency exposure to deviate from asset exposure, implying larger positions of
forwards and higher transaction costs. Restricting Vu hence reduces transaction costs associated to forwards
at the expense of less efficient portfolios. Each efficient frontier is generated with different values of Vu
while other overlay constraint parameters remain constant; G = 6 (unrestricted number of forwards for
currency overlay construction) and M = 10% (margin requirement for forwards is 10%). The frontiers when
Vu = 50% and Vu = 100% coincide as total currency overlays never exceed 50%.
Figure 11 shows percentage volatility increase relative to the case of Vu = 100%
at each return level. It appears that at low returns, portfolio volatilities increase most
when total currency overlays are bounded and this effect is lessened when portfolio
return increases. The least affected regions are when returns are approximately between
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1-1.6% monthly where portfolios need only modest adjustments on currency exposure
to achieve optimal portfolios.
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Figure 11: Percentage volatility increase relative to volatility of portfolios with no restriction on currency
overlay (Vu = 100%). For each Vu, portfolios are optimised under currency overlay constraints with follow-
ing parameters, G = 6 (unrestricted number of forwards for currency overlay construction) and M = 10%
(margin requirement for forwards is 10%). Since Vu = 50% and Vu = 100% produce identical optimal
portfolios, the relative volatility increase for Vu = 50% is 0.
Figure 12 illustrates the total overlay at each return level of a portfolio. Since
Vu = 0% indicates currency exposure and asset exposure are identical, there presents
no overlay position. When Vu = 10% and Vu = 30%, the constraint (13f) is binding
suggesting that the risk-return profile can be further improved if the total overlay limit
is loosened and when Vu = 50% and Vu = 100%, total currency overlay usages are
identical as portfolios never require total currency exposure adjustment over 50% of
portfolio values.
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Figure 12: Total currency overlay, V , at each return level. Each panel represents different total overlay
limit indicated by values of Vu over each panel. Other currency overlay constraint parameters are G = 6
(unrestricted number of forwards for currency overlay construction) and M = 10% (margin requirement for
forwards is 10%). The plot of Vu = 0% is not included in the figure as it presents no currency overlay.
Generally, a portfolio gains a higher return by reducing the allocation of low-risk
investments and instead using riskier investments. Figure 13 demonstrates aggregate
holdings in bonds and equities across countries at different values of Vu. It shows
that bond allocations gradually decrease along with increasing returns. However, the
decrease in bond allocation is slower when Vu is more relaxed. This signifies that
additional currency exposure from overlay positions contributes the holding of risky
investments in tandem with equities.
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Figure 13: Composition of total bond and total equity holdings at at each return level. Each panel represents
different total currency overlay limit Vu. At each panel, apart from the varied Vu, other constraint parameters
are fixed as G = 6 (unrestricted number of forwards for currency overlay construction) and M = 10%
(margin requirement for forwards is 10%).
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The plot of volatilities and returns in Figure 2 shows that EURUSD gives compa-
rable return to equities while having significantly lower volatility. Holding substantial
portion of EUR-cross forward contracts along with equities assists risk reduction of
portfolio rather than investing in stocks alone and results in better risk-return trade-off
for portfolios.
3.2.5. Limiting Number of Forward Contracts
For an investment in four currencies, currency overlay can be constructed from
up to six different foreign exchange forwards which are shown in Table 8. In this
experiment, referring to the constraint (13i), we vary values of G from 1 to 6 to limit the
number of forward contracts spent in overlay construction. Fewer number of forward
contracts cut down the fixed operating costs along with variable costs from bid-ask
spreads and margin requirement. This is opposed to limiting the total currency overlay
in which transaction costs are lessened primarily from reduced exposure while the fixed
costs might remain the same.
In terms of computation, values of G between 1 and 5 create a cardinality constraint
on the selection of forward pairs constituting currency overlay. For example, G = 3
forces a portfolio to choose only three or fewer forwards from Table 8 that can minimise
variance of the portfolio at a given return level. The other constraint parameters are
applied as in Table 9.
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Figure 14: Efficient frontiers produced under different limits on the number of forward contracts allowed.
G represents for the maximum number of forward contracts allowed to construct currency overlay. Fewer
contracts reduce the fixed operating cost but also impair risk-return profile of portfolios. For the case of
four currencies, G = 0 implies currency overlay is not permitted while G = 6 implies all possible forward
contracts can be used to create currency overlay. At each G, parameters of other currency overlay constraints
are Vu = 100% (unrestricted total overlay) and M = 10% (margin requirement for forwards is 10%).
In Figure 14, the significant difference of efficient frontiers is visible when increas-
ing G from 0 to 1 and 2 in which the efficient frontiers shift north-west when G in-
creases. Figure 15 displays percentage volatility increase relative to the most relaxed
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case (G = 6). It is obvious that more freedom to choose forward contracts to con-
struct currency overlay produces better return per risk ratio although the increment of
improvement is less noticeable when G ≥ 3 than when G increases from 0 to 2. In ad-
dition, returns lower than 1% monthly experience larger volatility increase than higher
returns as flexibility to modify currency exposure is diminished with limited number
of available forward contracts.
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Figure 15: Percentage volatility increase relative to volatilities of the portfolio that allows up to 6 forward
contracts to construct currency overlay (G = 6). At each G, parameters of other currency overlay constraints
are set as Vu = 100% (unrestricted total overlay) and M = 10% (margin requirement for forwards is 10%).
For the case of 4 currencies, only 3 forward contracts are sufficient to create all overlay positions. Imposing
G ≥ 3 (right panel) therefore produces similar portfolios and their relative volatility increases from the case
of G = 6 are zero.
When stepping from G = 0 to G = 1, the risk-return reward is improved as port-
folios are allowed to hold forward contracts rather than stocks thereby lowering total
volatility. Stepping from G = 1 to G = 2 is a substantial progress as G = 1 permits an
adjustment of currency exposure on only two out of four currencies while G = 2 can
cover all four currencies (with USDEUR and GBPJPY) but with limited flexibility7 to
adjust exposure of each currency. G = 3 makes further flexibility to modify currency
exposure as some patterns of currency overlays cannot be produced by two forward
contracts. For instance, the following overlay is impossible to be replicated by two
forward contracts but possible with three or more.
7With two forwards, only two pairs of currency exposure can be modified. For example, with USDEUR
and GBPJPY, exposures on EUR and GBP depend on USD and JPY, respectively and cannot be altered
separately until more number of forward contracts are allowed.
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USD EUR GBP JPY
overlay (%) 1 5 -2 -4
Table 10: Example of currency overlay which needs three or more forward contracts to produce.
Thus, shifting from G = 2 to G = 3 or more provides significant improvement
to risk-return reward of portfolios. In fact, for C currencies, there needs C − 1 differ-
ent forward pairs to cover all possible currency overlays. Therefore, allowing G ≥ 3
generates the same optimal portfolios.
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Figure 16: Total currency overlay at each return level. Each panel represents maximum number of forward
contracts used in currency overlay. At each G, other currency overlay constraint parameters are Vu = 100%
(unrestricted total overlay) and M = 10% (margin requirement for forwards is 10%). The plot of G = 0 is
not included in the figure as there is no forward contract allowed and hence no currency overlay. For the
case of four currencies, three forward contracts are sufficient to replicate all possible currency overlays, the
resulting total overlays for G ≥ 3 are therefore similar.
Figure 16 shows total currency overlay at each return target. Comparing the top
panel (G = 1 and G = 2) and bottom panel (G ≥ 3), we notice a large drop of total
currency overlay when returns are less than 1% monthly while only a slight decrease
in total overlay position is observed at higher returns. These results coincide with rel-
ative volatility increase in Figure 15. It can be explained that at high returns, currency
overlays are generally composed of one or two forward contracts associated to EUR
or GBP to raise target returns. On the other hand, at low returns and low risks, more
forward contracts are needed in order to reduce volatility. For example, in order to
hedge risk from all foreign currencies, the pairs USDEUR, USDGBP and USDJPY are
needed to modify currency exposure to solely USD. Thus saving transaction cost by
restricting the number of forward contracts affects portfolios most when target returns
are low (1% monthly with our data).
Besides controlling transaction costs associated to forward contracts, another ad-
vantage of imposing cardinality constraint also shortens the runtime. Although the car-
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dinality constraint transforms the optimisation problem to mixed-integer programming
but the search space is reduced at the same time.
G varies, Vu fixed cpu time
(experiment 3.2.4) in seconds
0 1.7
1 1.8
2 1.8
3 1.9
4 2.2
5 2.3
6 2.5
Vu varies, G fixed cpu time
(experiment 3.2.5) in seconds
0.0 1.7
0.1 2.3
0.3 2.3
0.5 2.4
1.0 2.3
Table 11: Comparison of average runtime taken on optimising each portfolio in the two experiments: lim-
iting number of forward contracts (left) and limiting total currency overlay (right). For the left panel, fixed
parameters are Vu = 100 (unrestricted total overlay) and M = 10% while G is varied. Restriction on the
the maximum number of forward contracts G is considered a cardinality constraint which narrows down the
search space and reduces the runtime accordingly. For the right panel, constant currency constraint parame-
ters are G = 6 and M = 10% (margin requirement for forwards is 10%) while Vu is varied. The number of
decision variables in the experiments are 14 real variables for both panels, with another 6 binary variables
for the cardinality constraints in the left panel.
Table 11 presents time taken on running each portfolio in the two experiments, lim-
iting total currency overlay and limiting number of forward contracts. The number of
decision variables for the experiment limiting the number of forwards (left panel) is 20
(including binary decision variables) and it is 14 for the experiment varying Vu (right
panel). Smaller values of G reduce the search space and hence decrease the runtime
while when G is fixed (in the experiments in Section 3.2.5) there is insignificant dif-
ference of runtime over variation of Vu. That is, in our study, although the problem
is non-convex due to the inclusion of fixed and variable transaction costs of foreign
exchange forwards, all the problems are still solvable with CPLEX with inexpensive
runtime. However, given that the number of decision variables so small, although the
runtimes of Figure 11 are low it might well be that heuristic or metaheuristic methods
would be able to find good answers even more quickly, and this may be useful for the
future extensions discussed in Subsection 4.1.
Overall, findings from the experiments give rise to interesting implications. It is
suggested that the best strategy to manage foreign exchange risk is not simply remov-
ing foreign currency exposure (fully hedge) but to hedge each currency separately and
allow rooms for speculation (as shown in Figure 5). In addition, as shown in Figures
7, 10 and 14, we learn that tighter constraints weaken the benefit of a currency overlay.
Thus, to get the most advantage from a currency overlay, a portfolio manager is recom-
mended to incline to relaxed constraints, including settling trade with counterparties
offering low margin requirement and flexible contract terms.
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4. Conclusions
Currency overlay is defined as deviation between asset and currency exposures in
a portfolio with the intent to improve the risk-return tradeoffs. In this study, currency
overlay is created by holding foreign exchange forward contracts. We introduce a novel
portfolio optimisation model that incorporates a currency overlay to allow flexibility in
investing asset and exchange rate in each country. Solutions of the optimisation model
are expected to be used as investment decisions for asset allocation and exchange rate
hedging.
Our proposed portfolio optimisation model is designed to incorporate hedging cost
and transaction cost of FX forward contract individually which has not been introduced
elsewhere before. Especially for the approach to adjust returns to include the cost of
carry of forward contracts in risk and return calculation which theoretically improve
the accuracy of portfolio inputs. Ignoring the cost of carry means gains or losses from
holding FX forwards are no different from FX spots, leading to inaccurate solutions
and false investment decisions ultimately. This contribution is deemed even more sig-
nificant particularly when portfolio size is large, e.g. pension funds.
We presented four experiments to investigate effects on risk-return compensation
of portfolios when different types of constraints are imposed. The first experiment
(Sec. 3.2.1) is to study two different strategies in implementing currency overlay, the
unified and the two-stage approaches. The results support that allowing portfolios to
optimise currency overlay and asset allocation at the same time yields better risk-return
reward than optimising asset allocation first and adjusting the currency exposure after-
wards. The second experiment (Sec. 3.2.2) shows that a fully-hedged portfolio or a
portfolio that exposes to all foreign currencies are not as efficient as a portfolio whose
currency exposure is from local and foreign currencies combined. The third experi-
ment (Sec. 3.2.3) concludes that large margin requirement diminishes benefit of hold-
ing currency overlay and induces portfolios to hold only risky assets and ignore forward
contracts in order to achieve high returns (above 1% monthly approximately). Subse-
quently, the paper focuses on imposing constraints to reduce transaction costs occurred
from holding currency overlay. The fourth experiment (Sec. 3.2.4) enforces the limits
of total currency overlay which directly reduces costs from bid-ask spread and oppor-
tunity lost from margin requirement. The results show that the more total overlay is
allowed, the better the risk-return compensation on portfolios. Also, the findings show
that portfolios utilise more currency overlay when target returns are lower than 1%.
These low returns regions therefore experience significantly high relative volatility in-
crease comparing to the cases when portfolio returns are higher. The last experiment
(Sec. 3.2.5) limits the maximum number of forward contracts used to construct cur-
rency overlay, with the aim to reduce the fixed operating cost per forward contract.
The experiment results show that for portfolios investing in four currencies, three dif-
ferent forward contract pairs are sufficient to replicate all currency overlay positions.
For the impact on risk-return tradeoff, the results are similar to the case of limiting total
currency overlay. At returns lower than 1%, portfolios have highest relative volatility
increase as portfolios tend to hold more forward contracts to hedge currency risk at
low returns while at higher returns, only few forward pairs that deliver high returns are
required to achieve the return targets.
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In all experiments, we notice different total currency overlay position at each return
target. This indicates that portfolios adjust their currency exposures differently at each
return target. Generally, currency overlays are large at both ends of efficient frontiers
where returns are either low or high while smaller overlay positions are observed at
moderate return targets. At low returns, portfolios require different forward contracts
to hedge foreign currencies to keep low-risk-low-return profile. On the other hand,
when portfolios require higher returns, forwards are held instead of equities as they
provide competitive returns with lower volatilities. Such an advantage of forwards,
however, is weakened if there exists margin requirements to sustain forward positions.
This also suggests that counterparties that offer lower margin requirement are more
favourable given that their credibility is not a concern. Lastly, all the experiment results
signify that reducing forwards transaction costs through constraints imposition affects
portfolios differently as overlay positions are varied by return targets. The middle-
range returns where small currency exposure adjustment is required are therefore the
least affected area on efficient frontiers.
These results indicate that inclusion of realistic costs can have significant effects on
the best investment decisions, and so a model, such as presented here, can be expected
to be important in providing expert decision support for portfolio managers.
4.1. Future Work
We intend that this work should be combined with existing work in portfolio op-
timisation and so extend such work to international portfolio optimisation. For in-
stance, the portfolio can invest in more countries, currencies, asset classes and more
importantly, invest in individual securities rather than indices. This should remove the
limitation in current methods that bond or stock indices are constructed disregarding
co-movement of asset across currencies; investing in individual assets allows full ex-
ploitation of cross-currency correlation.
In this case, the number of different assets will become much larger, and then a
natural step is to impose cardinality constraint on the number of individual assets on the
portfolio. There could well be separate cardinality constraints covering all of the assets
and for each individual currency. Similarly, minimum holding position and minimum
transaction lots are expected to be added for a more realistic optimisation problem; for
instance in (Soleimani et al., 2009; Lin and Liu, 2008). In addition, robust solutions
should be produced and that take account of the uncertainties in risk, return, and now
also exchange rates; for example, (Topaloglou et al., 2008; Fonseca et al., 2011).
These extensions to a “robust cardinality-constrained international portfolio opti-
misation with currency overlay” problem will enlarge the problem scale, making an
interesting, useful, and computationally challenging problem domain, intrinsically us-
ing the currency overlay methods presented in this paper.
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Appendix A. Optimal Portfolios
Return Risk Allocation
USD EUR GBP JPY
Total
US Germany UK Japan
0.50 0.56
Bond 33.09 28.15 7.23 14.10 82.58
Equity 5.10 1.34 2.67 3.40 12.51
Cash 4.91 4.91
Total asset 43.11 29.49 9.90 17.50 100.00
Total Currency 92.24 4.46 3.30 0.00 100.00
Overlay 49.13 -25.03 -6.60 -17.50 49.13
1.20 2.15
Bond 4.98 23.51 37.45 0.00 65.95
Equity 23.31 1.04 2.71 6.34 33.40
Cash 0.65 0.65
Total asset 28.94 24.55 40.17 6.34 100.00
Total Currency 31.29 28.73 39.98 0.00 100.00
Overlay 2.35 4.17 -0.18 -6.34 6.52
1.80 6.06
Bond 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Equity 0.00 56.93 39.16 0.00 96.10
Cash 3.90 3.90
Total asset 3.90 56.93 39.16 0.00 100.00
Total Currency 3.90 95.97 0.12 0.00 100.00
Overlay 0.00 39.04 -39.04 0.00 39.04
Table A.12: Selected optimal portfolios at low(0.5%), medium(1.2%) and high(1.8%) return targets. The
constraint parameters are set as shown in Table 9.
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